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Screenshot: Brendan Hesse (The Apple Music app on iPadApple has just launched Apple Music TV, a new Apple TV channel that plays continuous music videos, live concerts, and more exclusive music content. It's a free add-on for anyone who has Apple Music or Apple TV apps, although it's still exclusive to the US. I've also seen claims you can access the
channel in your web browser via apple.co/AppleMusicTV, but the link just redirects me to the Apple TV landing page. If you're mobile, pull out your iPhone or iPad and launch the Apple Music app. You can find Apple's new channel on the Browse tab by tapping Watch Now to start the stream. Apple Music TV channel in Apple Music app on iPadScreenshot:
Brendan HesseSo, what will you see and hear on Apple Music TV? Well, music videos, mostly, but that's not all. The channel premiered on Monday, October 19, and began its programming with a top 100 countdown to the most-streamed songs on Apple Music in the US. Apple also plans to premiere new music videos every Friday at 9 a.m. PT/12 p.m. ET,
starting with new videos for Saint Jhn's Gorgeous and Joji's 777 on Friday, October 23 Apple Music TV will also include curated content blocks for superfans. The first is Bruce Springsteen's takeover on October 22, which will include his music videos, exclusive interviews, and more to celebrate springsteen's new album Letter to You. In addition to music
videos, Apple has many music-themed documentaries, live concerts, and other content that the company plans to stream through free channelNow because I almost only listen to lofi hip-hop, video game soundtracks, and Indonesian grindcore, my tastes are not necessarily in line with what Apple Music TV has to offer. Even so, I don't think Apple's offer is that
much different than just turning on a music video playlist on YouTube-or just streaming songs on any other music app. This means there is an undeniable appeal to the Apple Music TV concept, especially since it will have exclusive content for you to indulge in. If you love listening to top-rated hits or long for the golden era of MTV, you'll probably like Apple
Music TV. Those with a little more underground and alternative flavors will have to hold out hope for the MTV 2 Apple Music TV 2, though. [Variety] Apple's (NASDAQ: AAPL) TV was recently updated with the iTunes Festival channel ahead of a live concert to begin on Tuesday, March 11, reports MacRumors. The iTunes festival will be held at the Moody
Theater in Austin, Texas as part of the annual SXSW (South by Southwest) Music, Film, Interactive Festival. This is the first time that Apple will have its iTunes Festival on SXSW and the first time that Apple's live concert event has been brought to the US. The event has been held exclusively in the UK since it began in 2007. The iTunes festival in London has
become an incredible way for Apple to share its love of music with our customers, noted senior vice president of internet services of Eddy Cue in an Apple press release. We are excited about the incredible lineup of performance artists and SXSW is the perfect place to debut the first iTunes festival in the US. The new Apple TV iTunes Festival will allow users
to stream the event live to TVs, as well as view a list of concerts and artist information. As noted by MacRumors, the channel also features artist biographies and links to their albums on iTunes. According to the SXSW iTunes Festival page, the concert will run from March 11 to March 15 and will feature Coldplay, Imagine Dragons, London Grammar, Kendrick
Lamar, ScHoolboy Q, Isaiah Rashad, Soundgarden, Band of Skulls, Capital Cities, Pitbull, ZEDD, G.R.L., Keith Urban, Willie Nelson, and Mickey Guyton. Although admission to concerts will be free, tickets will be awarded through the lottery system. As stated on the SXSW iTunes Festival page, tickets drawings on the first day of concerts begin on Sunday,
March 9. The recent addition of apple tv's iTunes Festival channel follows the release of the updated iTunes Festival for iOS, which came out last week. As usual, the app allows Apple users to stream live concerts to their iPod touch, iPhone, or iPad. As 9to5Mac has already been announced, Apple is said to be developing a successor to the current Apple TV
device, which may include new types of content and a redesigned operating system. CEO Tim Cook added fuel to the rumours when he praised the success of Apple TV at its annual shareholder meeting last month. As Noted by Recode, Cook revealed that Apple earned more than $1 billion in revenue from apple TV sales in fiscal 2013, including sales of
content through set-top devices. Although the Wall Street Journal reported last month that Apple was in talks with content providers over gaining access to a wider selection of TV channels, negotiations may have been derailed by Comcast (NASDAQ: CMCSA) recently announcing a merger with Time Warner Cable (NYSE: TWC). Follow Nathanael on Twitter
(@ArnoldEtan_WSCS) More from wall st cheat sheet: Users of the new Apple TV can now watch live over-the-air channels directly through the set-top box, provided they are willing to spend an additional $100 or more on additional hardware. The new third-party Apple TV app called Channels ($15) allows users to watch live TV through the SiliconDust
HDHomeRun network tuner. HDHomeRun receives video from any broadcast antenna and then connects to a Wi-Fi router. Through accompanying apps, users can stream these channels on different devices around the house. Officially, HDHomeRun only offers apps for Android, PC, Mac, Linux, Android TV devices and Amazon Fire TV. But SiliconDust also
allows third-party developers to create their own apps for these platforms and more. Channels are the first to support Apple TV. In a quick hands-on, Channels detected my HDHomeRun Extend tuner automatically and performed, as well as HDHomeRun custom applications on other platforms. make some compression artifacts, but the video played smoothly
and looked sharp. The difference between this and the direct view of the antenna is quite minimal. Swipe on your Apple TV remote to browse channels to see what's next. The app menu divides channels into HD and SD sections, and a separate menu is available for favorites, which you can add through app settings. While watching live TV, the side
movement on the Apple TV remote touchpad flips in the channel list. If I have one grip on the channels app, it's that there's no way to see what's coming up for the very next program. But it may be limiting HDHomeRun itself because none of the native device applications offer this feature either. To use this app, you'll need an HDHomeRun tuner that starts at
$100 (or $71 on Amazon), or $150 Expand, which supports HD video over Wi-FI and offers built-in transcoding for smoother playback. Channels also supports HDHomeRun Prime, for cable TV subscribers who have CableCARD. Jared Newman HDHomeRun receives video from the antenna, then connects to the router for Wi-Fi streaming. Why bother with
such a costly setup? This is mainly a way to eject clutter from the entertainment center, especially if the router, antenna and card are set up in another room. But it's also a way to consolidate everything into one entry. With the new Apple TV, including built-in TV volume and power control via HDMI-CEC, you can conceivably ditch other remote controls and TV
boxes, leaving the Apple TV one box to rule them all. Note: When you buy something by clicking on the links in our articles, we can get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. Apple TV Plus is now firmly in the second half of its first year in the streaming market, and it's hard to figure out how it does. Despite Apple investing in
big, expensive programming with massive stars like The Morning Show, the platform isn't compared to the likes of Netflix and Hulu right now. It is clear, however, that Apple is ready for the long haul, with costs planned for 2020 and beyond, including its expensive-looking adaptation of Isaac Asimov's Foundation. The bustling flow of Apple TV Plus shows
hasn't stopped in 2020, either, with this year bringing the likes of Chris Evans drama Defense Jacob, and the videogame-themed Mythical Quest of It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia co-creators. The future of movies on the platform is exciting, too: Apple is promoting a $150 million+ film from Martin Scorsese starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Robert De Niro,
according to reports. At WWDC 2020, Apple confirmed the Apple TV app is coming to Sony and Vizio TVs this summer, too, allowing more people to access its content. Greyhound, starring Tom Hanks, is the latest big news on the service. If you've chosen a new Apple device with an annual Apple TV Plus membership, or are happy to sling another streamer
monthly fee, stay entertained in days of social distancing, here we will break down the Apple TV Plus prize, shows and movies are now available and what's on the way. What about Amazon Prime Day and Black Friday? Need a cheap TV? Amazon Prime Day is coming up on October 13-14, and this could be a great time to buy a new TV on a budget. If you're
looking to shop from other retailers, remember that Black Friday takes place on November 27, and we'll be here to give you the best Black Friday TV deals we can find. Apple TV Plus shows: what's to come in 2020, including movies 50 years in the making. Isaac Asimov's epic Sci-Fi universe coming to Apple TV + 2021: #Foundation
pic.twitter.com/LEGYXFvskmJune 22, 2020Apple TV Plus shows are released at a regular pace throughout 2020. Here's what's coming up in the near future for the service, as well as other projects that have been announced in the last few years. Check out the above trailer for The Foundation, too, which Apple recently debuted on WWDC. Size Code
(documentary): July 10Greyhound (film): 10. July Little Voice: July 10The foundation: 2021The Shrink Next Door: TBCSwan Song (film): TBCSuspicion: TBCBoys State (documentary): TBCMasters of the Air: TBCSlow Horses: TBCSeverance: TBCBCEl Gato Negro: TBCTed Lasso: TBCSwagger: TBCThe Mosquito Coast: TBCMr. Corman: TBCPrehistoric
Planet (documentary): TBCMy Glory I had such friends: TBLosing Earth: TBCWolfwalkers: TBCPachinko: TBCCalls: TBCYou Think It, I'll Say It: TBCA Christmas Carol: TBKillers of the Flower Moon: TBCTehran: TBCCustom of the Country: TBCPhysical: (TBC)Extrapolation: TBCLisey's story: TBCSharper: TBCOn the Rocks: TBCApple TV Plus has a lot of
shows and movies coming up, many of them featuring big-name stars. Take the Scorsese-directed Killers of the Flower Moon, for example, 'Large Scale Western' starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Robert De Niro.In dates upcoming shows that are worth knowing about, here are a few highlights. Shrink Next Door is based on a 2019 podcast of the same name
and will star Will Ferrell and Paul Rudd. The Foundation is a sci-fi series based on the books of Isaac Asimov, and starring Chernobyl's Jared Harris and Lee Pace. Severance, directed and produced by Ben Stiller, is a dark workplace thriller featuring Adam Scott from Parks and Recreation. You can also expect a second season in the future for existing Apple
TV Plus shows such as Mythical Quest, See, The Morning Show, For All Mankind, Truth Be Told, Home Before Dark, Little America, Dickinson, Servant and Tries. Apple TV shows: Tv shows, movies and documentaries can you stream nowWondering which Apple TV Plus shows are now available for streaming? Check out this quick list of what's available to
watch: The Morning ShowSeeDickinsonFor All MankindHelpstersSnoopy in SpaceGhostwriterOprah's Book Club (factual)Elephant QueenServantTruth Be Told (documentary)Little AmericaHalaMythic Quest: Raven's BanquetVisible: Out on StoriesHomeHome Before darkbeastie boys story (documentary)Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth
(documentary)Oprah Talks Covid-19Fraggle Rock: Rock OnThe Banker (film)Central ParkDear... DadsThe shows on Apple TV Plus are a hit and miss, but Mythical Quest is the best Apple TV Plus series yet. Fans of sitcoms, video games, and it's always Sunny in Philadelphia will love Rob McElhenney's comedy about the fictional creators of World of
Warcraft-esque MMO. Some comedies take entire seasons to achieve the characterization and humor Mythical Quest sets out in its opening episodes. As mentioned earlier, season 2 is on its way. On the weaker side is Look, beautiful visuals – and we're not just talking about Jason Momoa, here – and the expensive set design fails to hide the lack of
character development in this near future, where the virus has destroyed humanity, leaving its survivors blind. Little America, however, is a diverse anthology of American immigrant stories, all wildly different in time and place, but every heartfelt story is united by its restless humanity and desire for a better, less-divided world. Don't miss that Hailee Steinfeld in
Dickinson, and M. Night Shyamalan's mysterious horror film, Servant.You'll also want to check out Beastie Boys Story, a recent documentary about a band that's worth ordering for yourself. (Picture credit: Apple) Apple TV Plus price: here's the price of Apple TV Plus costs just $4.99/£4.99/AU$7.99 per month - and if you buy an iPhone, iPad, Mac, or AppleTV,
you'll get an annual subscription for free. That's even cheaper than Netflix's cheapest subscription, which costs $9 (£5.99/AU$9.99) a month, as well as cheaper than the Disney Plus, which costs $6.99/AU$8.99 (around £6) a month. Free trial of Apple TV Plus: How to get oneApple TV Plus has a seven-day free trial and then you'll be set up for recurring
billing for a monthly fee. It's easy to catch a court. Just download the Apple TV, which includes all the Apple TV Plus content, and you'll be greeted with both an ad for the service and an invitation to a free trial. The free trial will give you everything on the service that seven days, making the most of it. You'll only get one free trial for Apple TV Plus. Apple TV
Plus devices: You can download the Apple TV appApple TV available on your iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. Make sure your firmware is up to date so you can access it. The app is also available on your Mac. It's also available on third-generation Apple TV, Apple TV 4K, and Apple TV HD. It can also be downloaded on Samsung smart TVs from 2018,
Amazon Fire TV, LG Smart TV and Year of devices. It's coming to Vizio and Sony Smart TVs this summer, too. You can monitor the service in browsers for pc. Is Apple TV Plus on Android? There is no Android app for Apple TV, but you can watch in a supported web browser on Android devicesIs Apple TV Plus on the PS4? No, Apple TV Plus not on the PS4
right now. Apple TV Plus shortage on PS4, Xbox One and other games is still a huge oversight. Apple, though, will bring the app to more devices in the future, which will hopefully include game consoles. What are Apple TV channels? In addition to Apple TV Plus, Apple introduced Apple TV Channels, which combines cable subscription services and streaming
services like Amazon Prime Video into the Apple TV app. (Unfortunately, however, Apple TV channels don't include Netflix.) Availability varies depending on where you are. Read more about Apple TV Plus channels here. So Apple TV Plus is like Netflix? This is where things get a little confusing. While on stage, Tim Cook made it clear that Apple TV Plus isn't
like Netflix - at least not yet. While the service will offer original boatload content, Apple TV Plus does not offer licensed content like Netflix or Amazon Prime does, which includes all syndicated shows like The Big Bang Theory, Mr. Robot or Seinfeld. However, that may change in the future, according to a Bloomberg report that points to more licensed shows
and films coming into service. For now, you'll need to buy these shows through iTunes or the terrestrial cable app on Apple TV Channels and contact Apple TV Plus for your original library. The service really needs to be rolled out across multiple platforms, too, if Apple TV Plus wants a chance of taking on Netflix. For now, this set of high-budget originals
doesn't really compare. But Apple certainly has the money to mount a proper challenge against the king of streaming services in the long run. Disney Plus: Disney streaming service launched in November 2019
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